Healthy Portions

Your Finances
Remodeling and building a
financial future

Easy Pantry Makeover

It’s time to pull ingredients for your favorite healthy muffin recipe and you are digging through your pantry, past
can after can of diced tomatoes, knocking over and spilling an open and poorly sealed bag of brown rice, looking
for the elusive can of baking powder that you just can’t seem to locate in the depths of your pantry. Sound familiar?
Free yourself from the prison of an unorganized pantry. Time is precious and you don’t want to waste it on an
ingredient hunt. Follow these 5 easy steps to an organized pantry:
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Those of us who have lived for a
long time have seen many changes
over the decades. Many of us who
live in Geneva have been blessed
to call Geneva…home. Stability in
living in the Fox Valley for most
of our lives doesn’t mean that we
haven’t had to make adjustments to
our way of life. That is often why
remodeling is a method by which
we can update our surroundings
and give our homes a fresh and
sometimes more modern look.
We can put new siding on a house
and change the paint color inside
to provide this new look while still
clinging if we choose to a traditional
look and structure to our home.
In the same way that remodeling
is really a way of adjusting to
changing times or refreshing old
surroundings it is also a way to
maintain the warmth of our home.
In the same way that we remodel
our homes we also find that our
financial lives need to be refreshed
and updated to fit a changing
economy and the ever changing
lifestyle needs that develop as we
enter different stages of our life.
Financial planning stages generally
follow the accumulation period,
the distribution period and finally
the transcendence period of our
lives. This means in common terms
that our life follows the stages of
first, our working life, secondly,
our retirement period and finally
our legacy planning for the next
generation. Because each stage
has different goals, it is obvious
that adjustments as to our saving,
investment, and spending needs will
require adaptability and change.
The reasons for changing a
financial plan are parallel to the
reasons people remodel their
homes, offices, and businesses.
Technology change has forced us
to make adjustments in our homes
in relation to our wall mounted TV,
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electric iPad and iPhone
connected security
systems and door locks.
The changes from living
rooms to larger kitchens
with connected family
rooms are changes that
have occurred over time.
Financial planning has
had to change because
we are all living longer.
We have to throw away
some older concepts that
worked for people who
retired five to ten years
before their life was over
and as a result needed less saved
money than we often need today.
Because of the impact of longevity,
we have to change our attitudes
about our asset allocation strategies
to allow for a lengthier income
distribution period of time. This
often means that planning doesn’t
end when we retire but needs
careful monitoring and changing
over our remaining thirty years in
retirement. It might also mean that
instead of retiring at age 65, we may
more naturally continue to work
and generate an income so that we
don’t run out of money in our later
years.
When we remodel our house,
we develop a blueprint so that
we can visualize the change and
make sure that the changes will
all fit the space requirements of
our old floor plan. Our financial
plan is just like the blueprint used
in remodeling. It helps create a
picture of the future and makes
sure that we haven’t overlooked an
important measurement or created
a solution that we can’t afford. Our
plan or blueprint will change as
our needs change or as unplanned
circumstances occur. The financial
plan is the framework that provides
us with flexibility within a limited
boundary of our needs, aspirations,
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and desires. It always forces us to
face reality and be practical in the
important decision-making process
of our future financial life.
A blueprint allows strangers to
have a common understanding…
architects and home builders
communicate to the homeowner
through the use of the blueprint. It
is a check to make sure an abstract
concept is perceived in the same
way by both parties. A financial
plan is a way to connect people to
their financial planner to make sure
both are seeing the same future and
using the same data to explain the
required results. When you evaluate
your financial plan make sure that
you and the architect (your financial
planner) are creating the same
vision and understand the objectives
in the same way. If you do, there
will be greater chance to achieve the
financial future of your dreams.
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Allot some time for cleaning out your entire
pantry. Check expiration dates and toss old
ingredients. Donate unopened ingredients within
date that you won’t use. Combine ingredients
that you have multiple containers of and group
them by type.
Organize the ingredients by type. Purchase
clear plastic bins that fit the height and depth of
your pantry and fill one with baking ingredients
like baking soda, baking powder, yeast packets,
flour, sugar and vanilla. Fill another one with
pastas, grains, oatmeal and rice. One more for
canned goods and yet another for tea, coffee and
beverage mixes, or whatever it is that you use
a lot of in your kitchen. When it is muffin time,
just pull your “baking bin” out of the pantry and
everything is at your fingertips.
Store ingredients that spill easily in mason jars
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with lids. Once you open that bag of brown rice,
transfer the rice to a mason jar and then label
the jar with masking tape or chalkboard labels
with the name of the item and the cooking
instructions. Mason jars are cheap, BPA free,
easily cleaned and spill proof!
Check your grocery list against what you have in
the pantry before shopping so you don’t end up
with four cans of baking soda.
Keep it organized. Now that your system is in
place, check it every couple of months or so to
ensure that you don’t have multiple ingredients or
that your brown sugar didn’t somehow end up in
your canned goods bin. Staying on top of it will
prevent you having to reorganize it all over again.
continued on page 8

